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AMA 158 – Southern California Antique Model Plane Society – Sam 13 

SCAMPS Officers 
President                  Daniel Heinrich    (909) 593-5789     AeronutD@cs.com 

Vice President        George Walter     (714) 528-0774     GeorgeWalter@alumni.pitt.edu 

Secretary/Treasurer        Kevin Sherman     (951) 737-7943     Julykevin@aol.com 

Editor    Clint Brooks  (562) 493-2749     scampsedit@Yahoo.com 

Meeting Coordinator       Mark Williams   (909) 996-2942     marknjeannie@gmail.com 

Safety Officer              Ted Firster          (951) 776-4971     Civyboy31@aol.com 

 November SCAMPS Meeting Location 

 
As of this writing no November meeting is planned.  If one is arranged in the meantime, notification 

will be provided via the SCAMPS email contact list. 
  
 

SCAMPS NEWS           by Clint Brooks 
 

The USFFC just ended and the weekend at Lost Hills was one 

of the best I‟ve seen.  The contest set up to the north of the 

traditional area, about halfway down the access road that leads 

in from Holloway Road at the North end.  This was actually on 

the Holloway Gypsum property for which the free flight airfield 
association has been given permission to use as needed.  

Having this privilege put the contest quite bit further upwind 

from the now flourishing pistachio operation and resulted in 

very few models making it that far.  On another positive note, 

the orchard owner is an ex-free flighter and understands fully 

the need to retrieve models that occasionally drift onto the 

orchard.  All he asks is not to break any of the irrigation lines 

and use the row access paths to get to your model. 

 

Friday was lightly attended with 27 entries on the board at the 

point I signed in.  I attempted corrective action for the trim of 

my previously good flying Stahl Gypsy rubber cabin model.  I 

can‟t remember if I did something to repair it at some point but 

for whatever reason I cannot get it to glide worth a hoot either 

left or right.  I gave up after a whole afternoon of shimming, 

tweaking and struggling to light the fuse in the fairly stiff 

breeze that was in play.  I‟m back to the bench for some 

serious reconfiguration of the empennage installation and 

elimination of the fuse setup. 
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Saturday was darn near perfect conditions.  Most of the 

day was probably just in the high 70‟s and crept into the 

low 80‟s by late afternoon.  Winds were slight and 

mostly from the north and northeast which made for some 

great lift with very little drift.  Five minute large O/T 

rubber attempts were easy, and spotters were able to 

manage well.  At this point quite a few more contenders 

had showed up and the FAI and glider flyers were all set 

up and going at it to the south and the gas flyers ripping it 

up in front of the CD tent as usual.  A few crashes here 

and there, and I believe Ken Kaiser sent one of his models 

to the moon with a fuel shutoff overrun.  It‟s a goner, but 

he still did well in the event.  Daniel Heinrich was taking 

on the Mulvehill crown with his twin pusher and was 

doing fairly well.  It‟s neat to see an antique like that still 

holding its own in spite of new technology and materials. 

Sunday started with a fairly stiff breeze that sustained 

through late morning and finally started to settle down 

around noon.  Even with that it was still easy to find air 

and everyone was well aloft all morning.  Finally the 

winds died off and the heat index rose and one by one the 

flyers started to wilt and head for the shade.  As far as I 

know-there were no serious injuries to any of the 

contestants or spectators all weekend, so a good safe time 

was experienced.  This was also the first contest were 

cell phone numbers were put into play to maintain contact 

with retrievers for emergencies or other information and I 

think this paid off for some lost models found. 

The award ceremony was fairly well attended with Ken 

Kaiser and Ted Firster handling the announcements.  

One thing I will say about this contest was the cash 

awards were surprisingly quite generous.  I think this is a 

good model for future contests and one I think will attract 

more participation at this event and others patterned after 

it in the future.  Ted and Sondra do an outstanding job 

and I can see it is starting to pay off-we all had a great 

time and went home with big smiles on our faces. 

Pictures were provided by Arline Bartick who has 

graciously shared them with us.  I have selected the 

SCAMPS flyers out of the bunch to include here.  Many 

thanks to Arline for watching us all fly and attempting to catch each contestant at launch in her photographs. 

Images 

1-Ken Kaiser launching 

2-Mike Mayea letting one go in Mulvehill 

3-Jeff Carman launching as Ray Peel hits the timer 

4-Twin Pusher Mass Launch 

5-Phil Ronney getting set up 
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Images 

6-Ray Peel launches as Jeff Carman hits the timer 

7-Jeff Carman putting up another ripping flight 

8-Hal Wightman releases his Red Buzzard in Large O/T Rubber Stick 

9-George Walter eases off the deck in Small O/T Rubber Cabin 

10-Hal Wightman rolls one off the deck in Large O/T Rubber Cabin 

11-Clint Brooks launches the Boomer Mk3 in P-30 

12-Hal Wightman (?) sends a Gollywock off in dramatic fashion 

13-Don Kaiser getting one aloft 

14-Mike Callas launches his Boomer in P-30 

 

 

SAM Champs 2013       by Kevin Sherman 

 
This year has not been one of modeling competition for our family, so we were really looking forward to the 

2013 SAM Champs and ready to get a little time away from home.  Even though we had no intentions of 

competing, it is always nice to visit with our friends we only seem to see at the SAM Champs.  I also agreed 

to help fellow club member Carl Redlin fly for the Rubber Championship which I knew would be fun.  His 

models fly awesome and are a joy to watch. 

 

We drove up on Sunday and were out at the field at about 8:00 AM Monday morning for the start of flying 

activities.  My first impression was, “Where is everyone.”  Participation in all free flight activities has fallen 

off, but none quite as drastically as the SAM Champs over the past decade.   I wish there was something that 

could be done to reverse things, but reality is there isn‟t.  Each year more of our senior members are no longer 

able to make the trip and or compete.  I am not sure what the total contestants were, but I think it was about 

100 and that includes the RC side.   After the contest, I heard about a few more guys saying this would be 

their last SAM Champs. 

 

After a short pilot‟s meeting, contest flying got underway.  Carl was all set up and ready to fly his first event, 

Large Rubber Stick.   He had his trusty and excellent flying Pomona Champ in the stooge ready to wind and 

by 8:10, we were out at the flight line for his first official flight.  The model had an excellent climb and got 

very high.  The morning air on the dry lake bed is always thick and consistent, no thermals, but no downers 

either.    The model made almost 7 minutes, cruising to an easy max.  The drift was minimal, so timing and 
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chasing was quite easy.  Carl followed up with two more maxes to make the fly-off rounds where a minute is 

added each flight.  The Pomona Champ easily made the 6 minute max, and since nobody else was clean at 

that point in that event; Carl decided to set it aside and fly the other Championship event of the day, Small 

Rubber fuselage.   

 

Carl pulled out his Double Feature, a model that has seen better days.  The tissue is definitely on life support 

and before he could get a motor loaded, some damage occurred to the covering and one cross piece in the 

fuselage.  I quick field repair and a little tape, and he was back in business.  The first flight made the max but 

he dropped a few seconds on his second flight.  The third flight maxed again for a good score, but no certain 

placing.   

 

My dad does not usually time for others anymore because he does not trust his eyes, but with the light drift 

knew he would be fine and timed for Ray Peel.  Ray was flying some of the Nostalgia events, and was really 

doing well also, stringing a bunch of maxes and winning events.  There seemed to be quite a bit of interest in 

the Nostalgia events this year, even though the overall numbers were down.  Ron Thomas, Larry Davidson 

and Bud Romak were putting in some good flights in the Power Championship events as well.  Bud had a hot 

ED Hunter powered Brooklyn Dodger he was flying in A Cabin (a day one Power Championship event), and I 

think he won.  Ron and Larry were flying their Ascenders and also placed well.  Early in the morning, Ron 

went up with his Super Cyke powered Bomber in the other championship event of the day for power, Fuel 

Allotment.   He got in a very good flight and set the bar for the others to shoot at.  Larry went up a few hours 

later with his Brown Junior powered Bomber and it looked like it was going to exceed Ron‟s earlier time, but 

dethermalized early and came up short.  To add insult to injury, it also broke the fuselage at the front of the 

stab, and he could not put up another flight.  My dad and I really enjoyed the day and at about 1:00 PM, 

headed back to the hotel for some R&R.  Later that evening, I heard that Carl had won both his events that 

day to score maximum points (You‟re my boy Blue!). 

 

Day two started out much like day one.  There was only light drift and models were not travelling far.  For 

Carl, the day started with Small Rubber Stick and his Gollywock.  He did not fly his lightest one, but by his 

performance, you would have never known it.  We were again ready to go first thing in the morning, and his 

first flight did almost 6 minutes.  He followed that up with two more nice maxes, each over 6 minutes to make 

the fly-off rounds.   There was a forecast for the winds to kick up at about noon, so he decided to put the 

Gollywock away and get his flights in for the second event of the day, Commercial Rubber with his Wren.  

The first flight on the Wren went well, but it did have a slight stall start when it hit a little turbulence.  Never 

the less, it made the max.  Carl shifted the CG forward slightly and went again.  This time, the oscillating 

glide started again, and cost him a max, missing by mere seconds.   Another CG shift and another max on his 

third flight.   Carl got his Gollywock back out to put in his first fly-off flight in Small Rubber Stick.  Since it 

was doing every flight over 6 minutes, I knew the 4 minute max would be easy which it was.  Then he went 

for the 5 minute max, and came up a mere .8 seconds short.  It was the first flight he had less than 6 minutes 

on the model, but I figured the air was not quite as good as when he went earlier.   In between some of Carl‟s 

flights, I also timed for his brother-in-law, Phil Klintworth who was also flying rubber events and doing well.   

 

About 11:30, the predicted wind increase started and the drift was bringing models towards the parking area.  

First, I saw an A Hayseed hit Larry Davidson‟s van.  I tried to get there to catch it, but navigating through a 

maze of cars on a bad knee is not easy and I was unable to get there.  Also, predicting where it might come 

down was almost impossible.  About 20 minutes later, I saw Ron Thomas‟ Cloud Chopper getting close to 

the cars and knew it would be tight if it would get into them or not.   Well, at least on that day, luck was not 

on his side.  I got a pretty good idea where it was headed, right towards Ted and Sandra Firster‟s motor home.  

I ran over to get in front of it as did Ron.  I backed right up to the motor home to give me the best chance to 

catch it, and Ron was running back towards me.  I reached up with my right arm and jumped as high as I 

could to no avail.  The model hit high in the windshield, shattering it.   Even worse, I now realized Ron had 

fallen over Jim O‟Reilly‟s flight box and fell on the shoulder he had surgery on.  He sure scraped up the 
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inside of that arm, but insisted he was not hurt.   Being the stand-up person he is, Ron got right to taking care 

of contacting the right people to see about the damage his model caused.  As a side note, even though we have 

no control of where they drift, it always stinks to hit someone‟s car with you model.  When we first started 

flying free flight, we thought it was come out at your own risk and if you got your car hit that was just tough 

luck.  We learned later that the flyer is responsible.  Problem is, not everyone follows that system; some 

being responsible and some not.   It needs to be one way or the other and 100% of the time.  While Ron was 

responsible, I heard the person that hit Larry‟s car never offered to fix the damage he caused.   That is my 

opinion and observation. 

 

Ron was able to do a little field repair to his Cloud Chopper which was not hurt too bad in the collision and get 

his third official flight in.  The model again got over the cars, but this time just cleared them and made a 

perfect landing gliding away from the cars and towards the flight line.    

 

By about 1:00 PM, the winds really started to pick up and anyone who had not finished flying was in for some 

chases.  It was also windy enough that the dust started to really kick up and we decided to call it a day shortly 

thereafter.  We were on our way back to the hotel on the highway, when all of a sudden a model blew across 

the road right in front of us.  I recognized it as Mike Mayea‟s Casano Stick.   I pulled over quickly and we 

backed up to it.  We took it back to the field to give it back to Mike, but did not see him.  Jim O‟Reilly let us 

know Mike had gone back to the hotel and Jim helped me put the model in Mike‟s trailer.  The good thing is 

it had a tracker in it, which he was happy to get back.  Vegas is known to play tricks with tracking equipment, 

so I guess he did not get a signal when he was chasing.   By this time, it was downright windy and aside from 

some activities at the RC side of things, flying for the day was a blow out.  That evening I learned Carl had 

again took first place in both Rubber Championship events. 

 

We left for home on Wednesday morning.   Before leaving, we got word that Wednesday events were 

cancelled due to the impending storm, wind and possible rain.  The CD was not sure what adjustments he 

would make to the schedule, but on Thursday morning, he let everyone know he moved Wednesday‟s events 

to Thursday, adding them to the Thursday events.  For the Championships, that made it rough.  For the 

Power Championship, that meant there were 4 events to fly in one day; for the Rubber Championship, 3 

events!   That is too many for one day.  Plus, it was still breezy and the chases were long.   

 

Since George Walter and Hal Wightman knew I had agreed to help Carl, they stepped in for me on Thursday 

and helped him fly two more Championship events.  Hal and Ray Peel also took my place running the 

Concours which was much appreciated!   Carl said he has never had so much help and really appreciated, 

saying he could not have done nearly as well without all the help.  He ended up flying in 6 of the 7 Rubber 

Championship events, winning all 6 and the Rubber Championship.   

 

The Power Championship was a nail biter right to the end, with Larry Davidson taking the victory by a single 

point over Ron Thomas.  I am sure they were both really busy getting flights in on Thursday.  I think Ron 

was out to a lead, but heard his Rambler was damaged on DT and he was unable to fly the event.   

 

All in all, we had a good time.  Everything was organized very well and CD Jerry Rocha did a very nice job.  

With the dismal number of participants this year, it will be interesting to see what the state of 2015 plans might 

be.   SAM is definitely in its twilight, and I would think any future west coast SAM Champs plans should be 

thought out, is it worth it?  Congratulations to Carl Redlin and Larry Davidson for being this year‟s 

Champions.   
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SCAMPS Club Contest report for October 2013     by Bernie Crowe 
 

Forecasts of high winds associated with a mild Santa Ana condition were enough to keep a lot of folks from 

Perris on Wednesday October 16.  In fact, the day turned out to be much more benign than forecast, with 

clear skies and only moderate winds.  Nevertheless, the turnout for the scheduled events – Nostalgia 

Rubber/Nostalgia Wake combined, and several electric-powered events – was pitifully low. 

 

Despite this, those involved had a good morning‟s flying with some fairly long chases.  The day dawned crisp 

and cold with the remnants of a low mist, but soon cleared up as the sun rose and 

 

 
 

the temperatures climbed.  Allan Arnold showed up for the first time in many months, and was completely 

clued in to the Club Contest and came with a Nostalgia Wake to compete.  Al Richardson had his trusty 1950 

King Orange Champ, built in the „80s and on its third covering of silk.  His first flight was an easy 3+ 

minutes, though Al only needed 2 minutes for this first round.  Allan wound his Wake, admitting that he had 

had to scratch his head to find a motor for it after all this time.  Unfortunately, his winder hook let go with 

almost full winds on it and did extensive damage to the front end of the plane, putting paid to his contest 

activities.  Al Richardson continued flying his 1950 Wake, scoring a 163 on his second flight, short of the 

required 180.  His last flight was a doozie, hooking a thermal and soaring way overhead with the sun shining 

through the wing covering in a magical flight.  Al had decided to put a short fuse on the plane because the 

drift was increasing and he didn‟t want to lose it, but even with a two-minute DT the plane was aloft for 220 

seconds to give Al a satisfactory win.   

 

The electric classes were attended with equal poverty, having no entries in E-36 or in Harbor Freight.  I flew 

my F1Q plane alone at first, but then Phil Ronney decided to fly his “Noah‟s Quark” alongside.  

Unfortunately, his plane was not in trim and his first flight ended as an attempt.  He was not able to re-set his 
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timer for a longer motor run, so decided discretion was the better part of valor and sat out the rest of the event.  

My first flight got pretty high and milked the morning air for an easy max, but the drift took it towards the 

freeway over a field of wall-to-wall tumbleweeds.  My tracker beacon was behaving erratically and I had no 

signal, so I started out on foot to retrieve the Quark.  I had a good line and walked to within 50 yards of the 

freeway without seeing the plane.  I walked the line back to the creek, but still no sign.  I tried again, this 

time walking (if you can call tramping through knee-high tumbleweeds in shorts walking) all the way to the 

freeway.  I knew I hadn‟t gone this far, and turned around to check that I was still on the line to the launch 

area.  There to my left, not ten feet away, was my plane, snuggled up against the base of a tumbleweed and 

completely invisible from anywhere else! 

 

The drift had shifted, it seemed, and other fliers were having their planes drift eastward, so I decided it was 

safe to put up another flight.  Wrong!  The Quark got high and followed exactly the same path as before, 

giving my shins another delightful tumbleweed massage on the way out.  This time the plane was in a bare 

patch and I found it easily.   To add insult injury, Joe lost the plane against the background and I was timed 

out at 161 seconds.  In fact, the plane landed before it DT‟d so the actual time wouldn‟t have been a max 

anyway.  After a jovial session of donuts and banter, I decided to work on my tracker, and eventually got it to 

work.  I put up my last flight, and this time I hooked a monster thermal.  The plane got really high (my 

altimeter showed 768 ft when I retrieved it!) but fortunately drifted towards the RC field and not into the 

tumbleweed.  It DT‟d a mile high and was down in about 4-1/2 minutes. 

 

I spent the last few minutes at the field picking tumbleweed spines out of my legs, before heading home after 

a good day‟s flying. 

 
 

 
 

 

…..And some Odds and Ends 

 

Please note the 2014 SCAMPS renewal form in this newsletter and renew as soon as you can to keep Kevin 

happy.  It‟s probably a good time to refresh your Lost Hills dues as well so you can enter 2014 with your head 

held high on the free flight agenda.  

 

On a personal note, the Boomer P-30 is officially back on sale through my website www.cbmodeldesigns.com  

If you get a chance take a look at the update to the site and also note both P-30 kits are offered in short form in 

addition to a full versions that include the timer, Gizmo prop unit, etc. for turnkey building and flying.  Also, 

my interest in E-36 is whetted and I‟ve been working under the generosity of John Oldenkamp in designing 

http://www.cbmodeldesigns.com/
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his Joule Box E-36 in CAD and proceeding toward potential kits.  I am hoping the club members are 

interested in getting a kit that includes everything needed to build and fly an E-36 right out of the box.  You 

would still need a charger and some other infrastructure to operate, but the thought is including all the airborne 

components in this kit to provide a completely proven configuration and learn the basic discipline of E-36 in 

one stop.  That‟s the vision for this right now but some development and resource planning needs to be 

worked out before that day arrives.  It could be a great opportunity to run a one design club event for E-36 

based on this design to help generate some interest in this mode of free flight.  And it does appear to be a 

growth area in the sport right now. 

 

That‟s it for this month.  The Fall Annual should be good if the weather holds-the field is in great shape, no 

doubt.  See some of you there hopefully! 

 

 

 

SCAMPS 2013 Club Contest Calendar of Events 
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